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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a method for creating automati-
cally weighted lexicons of event names. Almost all names of events are
ambiguous in context (i.e., they can be interpreted in an eventive or non-
eventive reading). Therefore, weights representing the relative �eventive-
ness� of a noun can help for disambiguating event detection in texts.
We applied our method on both French and English corpora. Our method
has been applied to both French and English corpora. We performed
an evaluation based upon a machine-learning approach that shows that
using weighted lexicons can be a good way to improve event extraction.
We also propose a study concerning the necessary size of corpus to be
used for creating a valuable lexicon.

1 Introduction

Information extraction consists in a surface analysis of text dedicated to a speci�c
application. Within this general purpose, detection of event descriptions is often
an important clue (e.g., temporal ordering of events on a chronological axis).
However, events are, in open-domain information extraction, less studied than
general named entities like location and person names.

We focused our study on nominal forms of events1. Lexicons provide lists of
nouns that can be considered as events in context. These lexicons only contain
common nouns, but the events are not only named with common nouns or with
words that are in the existing lexicons. Indeed, almost all nouns are highly
dependent on context to assign those nouns an event property. In this paper,
we propose a method using patterns and shallow parsing to automatically build
a lexicon for nouns event extraction. We apply this method on two languages
(French and English). Our work is close to Bel et. al [5], which present cues for
the disambiguation of non-deverbal event nouns. Contrary to Bel et al. [5], our
lexicon provides quantitative information concerning the �eventiveness� of the
words. Such a lexicon would help disambiguation of noun class in context.

First, we present our observations about the way we name events and we
propose a brief survey of works dealing with nominal forms of events. Then we

1 This work has been partially funded by OSEO under the Quaero program, as well
as French National Research Agency (ANR) under project Chronolines (ANR- 10-
CORD-010)
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present the resources we used in our study, before introducing our method for
the automatic creation of the weighted lexicons in order to extract names of
events. To conclude, we evaluate the performances of our weighted lexicons in
comparison with other classical lexicons, based on annotated corpora.

2 The Event

From our point of view, an event is what happens, it corresponds to a change
of state. It can be either recurring or unique, predicted or not. It may last a
moment or be instantaneous. It can occur in the past, the present or the future.

2.1 Construction of Event Names

In the Humanities, studies about events usually deal with single events or only
few events (e.g., Jasmin Revolution or H1N1 �u [8]), and do not o�er general-
ization hints. We do not consider events in the same way. According to those
studies and based upon our corpus analysis, we propose a description of the
lexical construction of names of events, organized into three types, according to
their construction.

1. Nominalization related to an action verb. A lot of event names are
formed from words morphologically related to action verbs. They can be
supported by deverbal nouns, nouns derived from action or event verbs by
a process of nominalization. For example:

� the verb fêter (�to celebrate�) is morphologically linked to fête (�party�,
�celebration�): la fête de la musique (�the music festival�).

� the verb to assign is nominalized into assignment.

In all languages, this nominalization is often ambiguous (nominalization
could refer, either to the process or to the result of the process, the location
or the object). Here, assignment can be the act of assigning something, as
well as the result of this action.

2. Nominalization not related to verbs. Some names of events are intro-
duced by nouns that intrinsically denote events, such as festival or match.
Then a disambiguation is needed: in French, salon can be either a lounge or
an exhibition show (e.g., salon de l'automobile � �motor exhibition�).

3. Metonymic nominalization. Other nouns or noun phrases become name
of events in speci�c contexts, often by metonymy: a location name (Tcher-
nobyl refers to the 1986 nuclear accident that occurred in this town [18]) or
a date (September-11 stands for the 2001 attacks [7]).

For each of those three classes, we could use resources is a �rst approach that
must be re�ned in context; context must be used to decide whether nouns or
noun phrases are events.
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2.2 Event Nouns in NLP

In NLP, the de�nition of events seems to be quite ad hoc to the application they
are meant to describe. We will focus here on works dealing with events nouns in
temporal extraction project and those more speci�cally oriented towards nominal
event extraction.

Events in Temporal Extraction. TimeML [21] is a speci�cation language
for events and temporal expressions, originally developed to improve the per-
formance of question answering systems. In TimeML, an event is de�ned as �a
cover term for situations that happen or occur�. An event is based upon punctu-
ality or duration properties and it can describe states. The TimeML speci�cation
language is used for the annotation of numerous corpora in several languages.

In our work, we consider all kinds of events, being proper names or not, taking
place in the past, the present or the future. We do not consider states (even if
they can be nominalized) and we focus on events based upon a nominalization,
not on verbs or predicative clauses, which are the main interest of TimeML.

We must also pay attention to the few Named Entity Recognition campaigns
which considered events in their frameworks. Automatic Content Extraction
(ACE) [11] proposed an event extraction project [1] in which the classi�cation
of events is detailed (arguments are related to particular events) and precise,
but it only concerns a very limited number of domains (the category �life� is
composed of �be-born�, �be-injured� sub-domains, etc.). The objective of ACE is
to detect thematic events. We are interested in all mentions of nouns describing
events without any thematical prede�ned class. In the continuation of MUC [15]
and ACE, SemEval2 paid interest to events within the framework of a semantic
role labelling approach and detection of eventive verbs in Chinese news. French
ESTER campaigns [14] provide a very di�erent classi�cation of events as named
entities: the aim is to produce an open-domain named entity tagging. For this
purpose, event typology is quite simple: historical and unique events on the one
hand, repetitive events on the other hand. Even if this typology is not detailed,
it corresponds to our point of view on events.3

Nominal Event Extraction. Little research has been fully dedicated to au-
tomatic extraction of nominal events. We described here some works that follow
a comparable approach to ours, using lexicons and linguistic classed-based in-
formation. Evita [25] is an application recognizing verbal and nominal events in
English texts. This work is based upon the TimeML de�nition. Disambiguation
of nouns that have both eventive and non-eventive interpretations is based on a
statistical module, using a lexical lookup in WordNet4 and the use of a Bayesian
Classi�er trained on SemCor. Also for English, following the ACE de�nition
of events, Creswell et al. [10] created a classi�er that labels NPs as events or

2 http://semeval2.fbk.eu/semeval2.php
3 In our works, we developped a more detailed typology which takes into account
modality (factual, abstract, etc.), frequency (unique, recurring, instanciation), and
temporality of the event.

4 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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non-events. They worked on seed term lexicons from WordNet and the British
National Corpus.5 Eberle et al. [12] present a tool using cues for the disambigua-
tion of readings of German ung-nominalizations within their sentential context.
Russo et al. [24] focused on the eventive reading of deverbals in Italian, using
syntagmatic and collocational cues. In a close approach, Resnik and Bel [23]
worked on Spanish and Bel et al. [5] on Spanish and English. They tried to dis-
ambiguate result and event, as well as deverbal nouns and non deverbal nouns. In
a machine-learning approach, they used cues which are assumed in the linguistic
literature (aspectual verbs and prepositions, temporal quantifying expressions,
etc.). Dealing with the classi�cation of deverbals (result, event, underspeci�ed
or lexicalized nouns), Peris et al. [19] focused on Spanish. Several lexicons, as
well as automatically or manually extracted features, are evaluated in a machine
learning model.

3 Resources

In our study, we use several resources : corpora and existing lexicons. We worked
with raw corpora for the lexicon extraction, manually annotated corpora for the
evaluation, both type of corpus in French and English. Here is an overview of
these resources for English and French.

3.1 Corpora

For the Lexicon Extraction. For the creation of our weighted lexicons in
French and English, we used a corpus of newswires from the French News Agency
AFP6. The AFP corpus is available on a same period in two languages, so we
could have similar corpus. The English corpus is composed of 1.3 millions texts
over the 2004-2011 period (120 million tokens). The French corpus is of 1 million
texts over 2005-2011. In French, we also used a corpus of 120,246 newspaper ar-
ticles from Le Monde (two years, other 2001-2002, 61 million tokens): this corpus
is of similar size to the French AFP corpus ; these two corpora are also simi-
lar according to the realities they deal with, even if they are evoked di�erently
(newspaper articles and short news). We thus created a weighted lexicon from
this corpus in order to complete our French weighted lexicon.

For the Evaluation.

The two TimeML annotated corpora we used are based on newswires (cf. 2.2).
In English, TimeBank 1.2 [20] contains 1,722 non-stative nominal events. The
annotated texts are extracted from news media (Wall Street Journal,ABC, CNN,
Voice Of America) over the 1989-1998 period. In French, FR-TimeBank [6]
contains 663 nominal mentions of event. The annotated texts come from the
newspaper L'Est Républicain over the period 1999-2003.

5 http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
6 We thank the French News Agency (AFP) for providing us with the corpus.
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Our French Manually Annotated Corpus is composed of 192 French newspaper
articles from Le Monde and L'Est Républicain for a total amount of 48 thousand
words. Our corpus contains 1,844 events, which is comparable to TimeBank 1.2,
FR-TimeBank, as well as the Italian IT-TimeBank [24] (3,695 event nouns) and
the English corpus from [10] (1,579). We de�ned and followed precise annotation
guidelines: they detail a typology of events, as well as instructions for deciding
whether a noun or a noun phrase is an event or not. Among these instructions:
� Try to imagine some non-ambiguous valuable substitutes for the noun. This
proves to be very e�ective.

� Take inspiration from examples of eventive and not eventive uses of the same
word, that can be found in dictionaries, together with their proper de�nition.

� Remember that enumeration items are often (not always) of the same class.
� When decision is impossible, choose to annotate as non-event.

Delimiting the event boundaries is also a di�cult issue and the guidelines
provide instructions for this other problem. Following the guidelines, the two
annotators (the authors of the guidelines) obtained a good agreement for the
annotation of the heads of noun phrases (kappa7=0.808). Among the corpus,
the 109 documents from L'Est Républicain are common with FR-TimeBank [6].
The two annotations have a di�erent purpose, but seem quite similar according
to the good inter-annotator agreement (kappa=0.704).

3.2 Lexicons

In French, two lexicons can be useful to �nd nominal mentions of events: VerbAction [26]
and Bittar's alternative lexicon [6]. In English, we used nouns of events and ac-
tions from WordNet [13].

VerbAction is a deverbal noun lexicon. It contains a list of French verbs of action
(e.g., fêter � �to celebrate�) together with the deverbal nouns derived from these
verbs (la fête � �the feast/celebration�). However, deverbals' eventive reading
can be ambiguous, mainly because they can also refer to the result of the action.
The VerbAction lexicon contains 9,393 noun-verb lemma pairs and 9,200 unique
nominal lemmas. It was built by manually validating a list of candidate couples
automatically composed from lexicographical resources and from the Web.

The Alternative Noun Lexicon of Bittar contains 804 complementary event
nouns.8 These nouns are not deverbals (e.g., anniversaire � �birthday� and
grève � �strike�). They have at least only one eventive reading, and can be
ambiguous, as for deverbals: they may denote the event or the object of the
process, as it is the case for apéro (�apéritif/cocktail�) and feu (��re�). Some of
these nouns describe a state and do not match our de�nition of events (e.g.,

7 We used the Carletta's Kappa coe�cient [9]. This measure compares the agreement
against what might be expected by chance. According to Landis and Koch [17], from
0.6 to 0.8 is what we consider a good agreement. Up to 0.8 is a very good agreement.

8 We are thankful to André Bittar for providing us this list.
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absence � �non-attendance�). Lots of these nouns (like anticoagulothérapie �
�anticoagulation therapy�) belong to language of speciality, such as the medical
one. This lexicon has been used for TimeML manual annotation in French.

The Action and Eventive Nouns in WordNet contains 5903 nouns tagged as
�act� (for action) or events . This list of English words can be considered as
comparable with the French lexicons (VerbAction and Bittar). It contains words
describing events in almost all cases (war, election, show, carnival), expressions
which are very ambiguous (arts and crafts, bet, coloration), multi-word expres-
sions (a cappella singing), name of events (Arab-Israeli War, Battle of Britain,
laser trabecular surgery), but also expressions that do not seem to �t with any
event de�nition (Attorney General, judo, industry).

4 Automatic Lexicon Creation

We showed in a previous work [3] that a lexicon of event nominals can be cre-
ated by applying extraction rules. These experiments demonstrated that the
French automatically generated lexicon (created from Le Monde) is as precise as
manually-validated lists, and weights can be used to improve the classi�cation of
nouns. This work was only conducted on French. In the present study, we extend
these experiments to English and evaluate the process. We also generated a new
lexicon for French from the AFP corpus in order to obtain comparable multilin-
gual results. From the corpora of AFP news, we extracted two lexicons of nouns
describing events according to our extraction rules, the �rst one in French and
the second one in English. Our extraction rules depend on the use of a syntactic
parser. For this purpose, we chose a robust parser, XIP.

XIP [2] is a robust parser for French and English which provides dependency
relations and �classical� named entities (like persons or locations). But events are
not identi�ed. XIP is a product from XRCE (Xerox Research Centre Europe),
distributed with encrypted grammars that cannot be changed by the users. How-
ever, it is possible to add resources and grammar rules in order to enrich the
representation. It is what we have done.The parser is language-dependent, but
the extraction rules are commutable to other languages with a minimal cost.
We developped the same type of rules for French and English. We performed a
corpus analysis to evaluate the meaningful of those rules for event extraction.

4.1 Extraction Rules

Temporal Rules. Because events are anchored to time, they are often linked
to temporal prepositions and used in temporal context. Using these temporal
markers is a good way to extract event noun phrases. In this way, we focused on
the more unambiguous prepositions. These prepositions or trigger-words show:
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(FR) (EN)
the occurrence of an event: à l'occasion de at the time/moment of

au moment de on the occasion of
a referential use of the event: avant/après the morning of

le lendemain de the day before
au matin de at the morning of
à la suite de following (temporal)
lors de during

an internal moment of the event: à l'issue de the beginning of

However, few of these triggers are unambiguously temporal triggers. Some
like avant (�before�), après (�after�), au commencement de (�at the beginning�)
can be either temporal or locative, while à l'occasion de (�when�) or la veille
(�the day before�) have only a temporal interpretation.

Verbal Rules. A previous study on French [4] shows which verbs are the most
meaningful for event extraction and in which con�guration (subject and/or ob-
ject) it would be greatful to use them. We took this information into account in
the following rules:

(FR) (EN)
in a subject position: avoir lieu, se tenir to take place,to come about
in an argument position: entraîner to be the result of

We focus on three types of verbs. The �rst type concerns verbs which explic-
itly introduce events (occurrence predicates):
(FR) se produire,avoir lieu
(EN) to befall, to occur

Le sommet du G8 est organisé à Deauville.
The G8 Summit is organized in Deauville.

The second type of verbs introduce a relation of cause and/or e�ect for events.
Indeed as we can see in the following examples, a causal action or event provokes
another event.
(FR) occasionner
(EN) to ensure

La crise économique entraînera la famine dans les pays sous-développés.
The economic crisis will lead to famine in underdeveloped countries.
Le feu provoqué par l'attaque-suicide, n'était pas encore éteint que [. . . ]
The �re provoked by the suicide attack, was not extinguish yet that [. . . ]

And the last one is for verbs which present a moment of an event (aspectual
predicates):
(EN) to begin, to last

`The Event' will end like all successfull US TV shows.
Let the spectacle begin.

We used verbs which are quite always meaningful for event extraction, accord-
ing to the observation from a corpus analysis. The verbs we selected introduce
events in more than 90% of the cases.
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4.2 Calculating the Eventiveness Relative Weight

The extraction rules based on contextual clues gives precise results (P>0.80)
but a low recall (R<0.10). Therefore, to be representative, the lexicon has to
be extracted from a large corpus (see Section 5.3). The application of the ex-
traction rules allows the extraction of a list of eventive nouns. From this list
and our corpus, we can fetch information about the level of ambiguity (eventive
or non-eventive reading) of each word in the corpus. Otherwise, we are able to
predict how eventive the word is expected to be. This prediction is achieved by
computing the Eventiveness Relative Weight (ERW ): after applying the rules
on the corpus, we calculate a weight for each noun extracted as an event at least
twice. ERW (w) is the number of occurrences e(w) of the word w tagged by the
rules, divided by the total number of its occurrences t(w):

ERW (w) =
e(w)

t(w)
(1)

As the recall of the rules is low, the ERW is obviously not a rate or a
probability of the eventive reading of this word. However, a relative comparison
with other weights allows us to estimate how ambiguous the noun is in a given
corpus. This value is then interesting for noun classi�cation.

Potential triggers Nb. detected ERW

French Translation / total occ

chute fall 434 / 2620 0.166

clôture closing 63 / 470 0.134

élection election 1243 / 9713 0.128

bousculade jostle 12/115 0.104

crise crisis 286 / 6185 0.046

tension tension 16 / 1595 0.001

subvention subvention 2 / 867 0.002

Anschluss Anschluss 3 / 4 0.750

méchoui mechoui 3 / 5 0.600

krach krach 20 / 169 0.118

RTT ∼ day o� 14 / 166 0.084

demi-�nale semi�nal 35 / 553 0.063

cessez-le-feu cease-�re 15 / 440 0.034

accès access 9 / 2828 0.003

11 septembre September-11 12 / 4354 0.003

Potential triggers Nb. detected ERW

English / total occ

overthrow 383 / 448 0.855

intifada 7 / 11 0.636

bombardement 6 / 12 0.500

testimony 426 / 13109 0.032

sleepover 3 / 27 0.111

publication 154 / 9337 0.016

marathon 52 / 8070 0.006

play-o� 73 / 75 0.973

breastfeeding 3 / 4 0.750

overheat 3 / 7 0.428

stopover 372 / 1345 0.276

cross-examination 53 / 416 0.127

distillery 4 / 126 0.032

welcome 66 / 3884 0.017

in�uenza 37 / 6019 0.006

Table 1. Examples of trigger words extracted by the extraction rules

This interest is illustrated by examples given in Table 1: the upper part of the
tables presents words which are found in the English or French standard lexicons
while the lower part presents words fetched by the extraction rules which are
not in the standard lexicons. We created three weighted lexicons: one based on
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the two years Le Monde French corpus, and two from the whole AFP corpora
(one in English and one in French). The lemmas present in the weighted lexicons
must be extracted by our rules at least twice. See Table 2.

Corpus used for the Number of tokens Number of lemmas
lexicon creation total size extracted di�erents in the weighted lexicon

(FR) AFP (2005-2011) 166,077 8,053 3,538
(EN) AFP (2004-2011) 120,091,099 543,394 14,619 3,452
(FR) LM (2001-2002) 61,920,573 19,767 4,843 1,559

Table 2. From corpora to weighted lexicons: Size in number of tokens

5 A Machine-Learning Evaluation

We applied the French and English automatically-built weighted lexicons using
a machine-learning approach and conducted an evaluation. We added the ERW
value as a feature in the rule-based classi�er J48, an implementation of C4.5
algorithm [22], as implemented in the software Weka [16]. The manually anno-
tated corpus was split into a training set (75% of the annotated corpus) and a
test set (the remaining 25% of the annotated corpus). The training set contains
the same number of event entries than non event entries (see Table 3).

Training Set Test Set

total YES NO total YES NO

English 2,182 1,092 1,092 3,246 453 2,793
French 5,226 1,263 1,263 2,700 566 2,134

Table 3. Number of tokens in the training and test corpus

For each language, we implemented three very basic models, allowing us to
show the trade-o� introduced by the ERW , without any suspicion of side e�ect
due to other features:

� Ml uses only the standard manually validated lexicons:
(FR) VerbAction and Bittar (EN) WordNet action and event nouns

� Mr uses only the ERW , as a real value. As we have two weighted lexicons
in French, they are called:
• MLM

r , based on an extraction of the lexicon from two years of Le Monde

corpus.
• MAFP

r , our new weighted lexicon based on the AFP corpus.
� Mrl uses both existing and weighted lexicons.

Our models are evaluated using the classical measures of precision (P), recall
(R) and F-measure (F1)9

9 Precision is de�ned as the observed probability for a hypothesized element to be
correct, recall is the observed probability for a referenced element to have been
found and F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall.
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5.1 ERW lexicons vs. Standard Lexicons Comparison

Table 5.1 presents the evaluation of the French LM and AFP weighted lexicons
in comparison to standard lexicons (Bittar's and VerbAction lexicons) on our
annotated corpus. Table 4 presents the evaluation of the English AFP weighted
lexicon in comparison to the standard lexicon extracted from WordNet on the
TimeBank 1.2 corpus.

Our EWR lexicons Standard Mixed

MLM
r MAFP

r Ml MLM
lr MAFP

lr

P 0.49 0.55 0.53 0.54 0.60

R 0.89 0.77 0.88 0.89 0.84
F1 0.63 0.64 0.66 0.67 0.70

Our EWR Standard Mixed

lexicons MAFP
r Ml MAFP

lr

P 0.36 0.30 0.36

R 0.71 0.64 0.77
F1 0.476 0.414 0.493

Table 4. Evaluation of the weighted lexicon in French (left) and in English (right)

First of all, in both French and English, we notice that:

� Using only our weighted lexicons (Mr) leads to similar results than using
standard manually validated lexicons (Ml).

� Combining all information leads to a small but substantial improvement of
precision and recall.

From these observations, we con�rm that our automatically created weighted
lexicons are as precise as the standard manually validated lexicons in French
and in English. In French, we also notice that the weighted lexicon from AFP

corpus is more precise than both the standard lexicon (P=0.53) and that the LM
one (P=0.49). Besides, as a point of comparison, we applied the MAFP

r model
on the FR-TimeBank and our annotated corpus. The performances of the AFP
weighted lexicon are similar on the two annotated corpora, even if the corpora
were not annotated with the same aim or guidelines. Precision reaches 0.56 on
FR-TimeBank and 0.55 on our annotations, recall is of 0.77 on both corpora and
F1 is 0.648 and 0.642. Moreover, we observe that results for English are much
lower than results for French. However, this di�erence is not due to the lexicons
quality. Indeed, the trade-o� between standard lexicons (VerbAction + Bittar in
French, WordNet in English) and our ratio lexicon is similar. This means that
their quality are similar as well. Our initial guess that a direct translation of
French rules was enough is then con�rmed. The fact that lexicons perform so
poorly in English rather tends to prove that the problem is just more di�cult
in English. Studying this di�erence is one of our prespectives.

5.2 ML-Evaluation vs. Threshold Based Approach Comparison

As a comparison to the ML-Evaluation and in order to observe the evolution
of performances, we tested di�erent �slices� of the lexicon in a threshold based
approach. According to the value of the ERW : all words with an ERW higher
than 10%, then all those with an ERW greater than 8%, 6%, etc. The results are
presented in the Table 5. Precision and recall evolve in an opposite way: when
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the lexicon is less selective, the recall increases and the precision decreases. The
best F-measure (for 1% ERW ) is 0.63, a value similar to the F-measure of the
VerbAction and Bittar's lexicons combined (0.61).

Words of Precision Recall F-measure
ERW >

10% 84.1% 16.6% 0.28
8% 83.6% 24.3% 0.38
6% 79.8% 31.5% 0.45
1% 56.3% 71.0% 0.63
0.5% 43.4% 80.1% 0.56

Table 5. Results when applying �slices� of ERW on the corpus (French LM lexicon).

5.3 Impact of the Size of the Corpus

As the precision of our extraction rules is good and the recall is low, we stated
that a large corpus was necessary. But how large must the corpus used for the
lexicon extraction corpus be? We created several weighted lexicons from parts of
our corpus, from one month to one year of news. We studied the performances of
MAFP

r models depending of the size of the corpus it was based on (cf. Table 6).

Lexicon 1 month 6 months 1 year all
created on 07 2005 07-12 2005 2005 2004-2011

French

P 0.665 0.539 0.512 0.56
R 0.303 0.628 0.692 0.77
F1 0.416 0.58 0.588 0.648

English

P 0.36 0.31 0.35 0.36
R 0.35 0.7 0.76 0.71
F1 0.36 0.43 0.48 0.48

Table 6. Evaluation of the weighted lexicons depending of the size of the corpus

Figure 1 shows that, in English and in French, the gain in terms of F-measure
of a model trained on a one-year-learned lexicon is as good as for a whole-corpus-
learned lexicon. The �gures and the shape of the curves seem to show that more
corpora would not increase signi�cantly the performances.

However, even if global performances are not improved by adding more and
more documents, it is still interesting to extract names of event in a much longer
period or during a speci�c period of time. Indeed, events and their names are
anchored to time, and very particular event names will be used only at a precise
moment (e.g. tsunami, Arab Spring).

6 Conclusion

We automatically created lexicons of eventive nouns in French and English by
using rules based on verbs and temporal clues. A relative weight of eventiveness
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Fig. 1. Progression of the F-measure depending of the size of the corpus

(ERW ) is added to the lexicon. The ERW a great information in order to
help for the disambiguation of the words. In a machine-learning evaluation, we
showed that our automatically generated weighted lexicons are competitive to
the lexicons which were manually created. These experiments also prove that the
transposition of the rules from a language to another one is possible. As well,
we observed that a one-year corpus is signi�cant enough to build a lexicon with
our method and to obtain comparable result as those of classical lexicons.
According to our experiments on French, we conclude that the performance of
the weighted lexicon is dependent on the corpus chosen to generate the lexicon.
It would be interesting to apply our method on other domains. In English, as the
result with the lexicon from WordNet is low, we plan to study this di�erence.
However, because some words take an eventive meaning at a given moment (e.g.,
le nuage islandais (literally �Icelandic cloud�) refers to the blast of the Eyjafjöll
volcano from March to October 2010), we would like to work on a new lexicon
which would consider the date of the appearance of an event name.
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